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Foreword
It is well established that there
is no silver bullet to eliminating
utility strikes. We must all do
whatever we possibly can
to do our part; whether you
are responsible for managing
assets, implementing regulation/
legislation or undertaking any
level of excavation work.

From our years of experience at LSBUD, together with
ongoing coordination with industry groups across the
world, I believe that there are three broad areas of
focus when mitigating the risk of strikes:

1

Planning, including gathering
data before works commence

2

Locating the assets on site

3

Excavating with the
necessary due care

We are pleased to be recognised as the nation’s
de-facto safe digging mapping provider and
recognise that our service is an essential tool in
the planning stage to help people gather the
data before works commence. There are, however,
many industry partners throughout the supply
chain that all have important roles to play.
In this report we are pleased to provide open
access to the insights from our service, to help all
those engaged throughout the supply chain to
learn, reference and help reduce utility strikes. This
is all made possible by the support of our Members,
who collaborate to provide the service, as well as
thousands of users every single day who use the
system to help them and their teams work safely.
We call on all those either not sharing their data
or not using the service to all do their part to
collaborate and help keep this country’s people
and assets safe.
Richard Broome
Managing Director
LSBUD (Linesearch BeforeUdig)
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About LSBUD

Executive Summary

LSBUD (Linesearch BeforeUdig) exists
to keep people and assets safe.

The amount of excavation work taking place across the UK is vast, but infrastructure safety is
improving; a record 62% of digging is now preceded by an LSBUD search for underground assets.

With over 50%, and rising, of Great Britain’s utility
infrastructure protected by LSBUD, it is firmly
established as the national safe digging service.

This is excellent progress but still leaves over a third
of works (over 1.5 million) taking place without an
accurate picture of the utility assets at risk of being
struck. In other words every 21 seconds some form of
digging takes place without a comprehensive search.

It helps over 80 asset owners (‘Members’)
protect over 800,000km of assets from damage
by responding immediately to over 2.5 million
third party ‘User’ enquiries per annum. The assets
protected include pipes and cables in the
electricity, gas, high pressure fuel, water and
telecoms/fibre optic networks. Asset owners
currently registered with the service range from
utility networks such as National Grid, UK Power
Networks, Western Power Distribution and SGN to
fuel suppliers like BP, Esso and Shell to telecoms
providers including Zayo and Gigaclear.
Our goal is simple: to ensure all asset owners in the
UK make their information available through LSBUD
– so that the UK’s underground assets are protected,
and anyone working near those assets is safe.

Based on LSBUD searches, the bulk of digging is on
behalf of the telecoms sector, followed by the water
industry. However, there also is a large amount of other
groundwork taking place - everything from housing,
industrial construction, highways, street-works and
fencing through to tree planting, renewable energy and
works on our watercourses. This activity is being driven by
an array of macro-trends – the need to improve the UK’s
broadband infrastructure, the water sector’s focus on
resilience and repair, farm diversification, a drop in price
of solar technology and, after population expansion,
housing demand to name a few.

The data referenced in this report is drawn
from two primary sources:
• LSBUD’s database of utility asset location
searches completed using its service
between January 2017 and December 2018 –
a total of over 2.5 million searches.
• Information provided by the Health and
Safety Executive (HSE) detailing the number of
underground electrical cable or gas line strikes
reported between 2017 and 2018 under the
requirements of the Electricity Safety, Quality
and Continuity Regulations 2002 and RIDDOR.

What we are seeing is a ‘safety within the herd’ effect.
The bigger the group on the portal, the more searches
each member receives, making them less vulnerable
to asset strikes. Similarly, those digging are safer as the
whereabouts of more assets are shown through one
single, simple, free search.

As a result, the UK’s critical national utility infrastructure
is at risk of strikes and damage from many sides with
further possibilities in the future, with the rollout of 5G
and the necessary infrastructure for electric vehicle
charging points. For every £1,000 of direct cost arising
from a utility strike, the true cost is actually £29,000. In
the case of fibre optic strikes the true cost has been
calculated at over £81,000 per strike. Furthermore,
with an increasing share of activity being emergency
related (over 5%), the risk of any particular strike being
serious, has increased.
Education and engagement are certainly part of the
solution, and over the past 12 months great strides
have been made, with searches increasing by 14%.
In almost every category of activity and within every
audience group (contactors, subcontractors, farmers,
landowners, private individuals) more searches are
taking place than ever before.

Methodology

In addition to minimising their exposure to asset strikes,
companies which take part in LSBUD’s collaborative
portal also boost the total number of searches in
any given geographical area. In Kent the number of
searches almost quadrupled in just two years from
24,731 per annum to 89,311 thanks to the major
electricity and gas networks joining circa 20 others
in that area making their data for the county available
to users through the LSBUD service.

However, there is some way to go and asset owners
need to play their part. Of the UK’s 1.5 million kilometres
of underground utility infrastructure, about 800,000 km
are currently covered by LSBUD’s collaborative portal.
This is a 23% increase on last year but still leaves circa
50% exposed to the risk of strikes.
The water sector is the most vulnerable, with only
a limited number of companies making their asset
information centrally available. Given the sector’s already
demanding leak reduction targets and an average of
123 litres of water being lost per household every day*, it
is surprising that more water companies are not limiting
their exposure to completely avoidable asset strikes.

62%
of digging is now preceded by an
LSBUD search for underground assets

50%
of the UK’s 1.5 million kilometres of underground utility
infrastructure is still exposed to the risk of strikes

*Source: Discover Water
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The Way Ahead
The LSBUD model – a free, single search mechanism - is proven (in GB and internationally),
growing in popularity and working well but everyone has a role to play in developing it further.
The key report take outs are:
Asset Owners
• More underground asset owners need to be
encouraged to share their data so that it’s easier
still for people to complete a comprehensive
search before they dig.
• There’s protection by being part of the herd
i.e. the larger the number of asset owners
sharing their information on a portal such as
LSBUD, the greater the safe digging awareness.
• Asset owners not involved should check the
volume of search enquiries they receive against
the totals received by LSBUD in their region and gauge their ‘safety gap’.
• Reducing asset strikes makes a fundamental
contribution to a utility’s regulatory performance
in terms of achieving targets such as customer
service improvement and leak/outage reduction.
Regulators/Government
• Utility regulators should help ensure all parties fully
understand the widespread benefits of sharing
data, encouraging utilities to share more, so that
service disruption and avoidable asset damage are
minimised, needless leakage or outages due to asset
strikes are avoided, and budgets can be focused on
infrastructure investment and maintenance.
• The HSE needs to continue its work enforcing
greater search rigour within all at-risk sectors (utilities,
construction, agriculture, renewables).
• Construction firms and utilities should be strongly
encouraged by utility regulators and the HSE to
report and record better strike data in a format
consistent across industry.
• For the safety of the UK’s infrastructure and its
workforce, at a national and local level MPs
should encourage the utility companies in their
area to join this collaborative system and not
operate apart from it.

• LSBUD’s free, easy to use, single search model is
now used for 62% of all digging projects, with all
groups, including the general public, increasingly
aware that they should search before putting a
spade in the ground. The recently announced
initiatives by the Geospatial Commission show the
interest from central Government in this area and
prove the need for utility companies to prioritise
their asset protection through collaboration
now rather than waiting for pilot studies to be
completed, which may or may not succeed.
Those in positions of influence should encourage
this, referencing where they can LSBUD as the
de-facto national safe-digging mapping provider
as recognised by the Geospatial Commission.
LSBUD
• LSBUD must meet with non participating utility
companies to explain the collaborative approach
and address any perceived fears/concerns about
the service.
• LSBUD should continue to educate all potential user
groups on the need to search before you dig.
Construction
• Construction firms, utility firms and their contractors
and subcontractors should ensure their standard
health and safety protocols include an LSBUD
search before any digging works are undertaken.
Trade Associations
• Trade associations are key stakeholders to consider
in spreading the word about the LSBUD service.
• Agricultural groups specifically need to consider
further education on the dangers of digging for
their members.
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The breadth of work being
undertaken in the UK
There were over 2.5 million asset search enquiries in 2018, a 14% increase on the year before.
This equates to someone every 12 seconds logging on to LSBUD’s service last year to find
out what underground pipes and cables were on a site before commencing any form of
ground work.

TOTAL NUMBER OF LSBUD SEARCHES EACH YEAR

+14%
+27%
+20%
1,212,139

2013

+10%

+11%
1,449,744

2014

1,617,801

2015

2,585,862
2,268,868

38%

1,780,399

2016

2017

2018

of all work in the UK
takes place without a
complete asset search

Whilst it is good to see awareness of LSBUD’s service
increasing, and a growing number of firms and individuals
checking the whereabouts of underground utility assets
before ‘putting a spade in the ground,’ if we factor in
the number of projects which we know are completed
annually, there is still a large volume of activity where a
comprehensive search is not being completed.
It is widely assumed that approximately four million
works projects take place each year; this means that
1.5 million (38%) are carried out without an accurate
picture of the utility assets at risk of being struck.
It’s not just on the search side where more needs
to be done. There are also shortcomings in terms
of the volumes of assets which can be easily found
through a single search. Of the UK’s 1.5 million
kilometres of underground utility infrastructure,
about 800,000 km are currently covered by LSBUD,
this is a 23% increase on last year – but still leaves
circa 50% exposed to the risk of strikes.

01

Taking these two key statistics together, we begin to
get a clear picture of the scale of the risk to workers
and the vulnerability of our utility assets.

50%
of the UK’s utility assets are exposed to the risk of strikes

In work terms
where are the
vulnerabilities?
What sectors and
types of work
resulted in the
most digging
within Britain
in 2018?
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A snapshot of the work taking
place across the UK
a. Who is doing the most digging?

b. How urgent is the enquiry?

Telecoms

Water

As was the case in 2017, telecoms companies top the
list, with major telecoms operators and their contractors
completing 880,955 search enquiries in 2018 – a 10%
increase on the year before. This equates to 34% of
enquiries received by LSBUD’s service. Assuming that
this is representative of all work being carried out in the
UK, we can extrapolate that over a third of all works
involving digging relate to the telecoms sector.

Water companies and their contractors generated
the second highest volume of search enquiries during
2018. They requested the details of underground assets
on 574,060 occasions and accounted for 22% of all
searches made during 2018.

34%

of all works undertaken across the UK
during 2018 related to the telecoms sector

It’s easy to see why the sector is such a big initiator of
searches, and how this is unlikely to change over coming
years. According to Water UK’s ‘A manifesto for water’,
water companies have invested on average £8bn per
annum since 2015. This investment is set to increase with
£50bn spent between 2020 and 2025 to deliver objectives
such as a 16% fall in leakages over the period.

02

Awareness among private individuals of the need to
search before digging via LSBUD’s service is growing fast.
In 2018, private projects grew at such a rate
that their share of the total increased from

3-4%

2017

2018

Emergency

75,461
141,517
Initial enquiry

508,367

34%

This is in no small part down to the Government’s
drive in recent years to improve the UK’s broadband
infrastructure, which got a further boost in July 2018 with
the publishing of DCMS’ Future Telecoms Infrastructure
Review. This quotes a target to connect 15 million
premises to full fibre by 2025 and to deliver a nationwide
fibre-to-the-premises network by 2033. The significant
issues faced by those responsible for this major initiative
are clear and led to the DCMS’ Barrier Busting Taskforce
producing the Street Works Toolkit to provide guidance
for those involved in fibre deployment.

Although the totals are far smaller, the volume
of digging work conducted on behalf of private
individuals grew at a significant rate last year. There
were 105,863 searches relating to private projects
made through LSBUD’s portal in 2018, a 44% increase
on the year before. Indeed private projects increased
so much that their share of the total grew from 3% in
2017 to 4% in 2018.

Searches for emergency jobs increased by 88% in
2018. As a result, 5.4% of all searches on LSBUD last
year related to emergency work, whereas in 2017
just 3.3% were emergency related.

ENQUIRIES BY SECTOR
35%

Private

The LSBUD data also helps us understand whether a
search is for: planned works, an emergency situation,
or just an initial enquiry.

592,281
23%

22%

Planned Works

1,685,040
1,852,064

2017

2018

Telecoms
providers

2017

2018

Water
companies

3%

4%

2017

2018

Private

While water and telecoms account for huge and growing
number of groundworks being undertaken, their share of
the total fell slightly last year from 58% in 2017 to

56%

in 2018

If LSBUD’s figures are indicative of what is happening
nationally, we can assume that of the four million
works involving digging in 2018, over 216,000 were
emergency jobs.
This growing amount of emergency work is important
for a number of reasons. Firstly, if contractors need to
go direct to utility companies because the company’s
assets aren’t registered with LSBUD, they will need to
wait up to 28 days to receive asset location data. Such
a timescale hardly fits with an emergency and so may
result in contractors not completing a full check.
In response to these delays, some contractors either:
(a) Do not undertake the necessary searches
(b) Search in anticipation of an emergency
scenario and rely on out of date information.

The growing number of emergency jobs is also
important as USAG – the Utility Strike Avoidance
Group *- when analysing the data of its members in
2016, found that there is a strong correlation between
the severity of an asset strike and the nature of the
work being carried out; incidents which occur within
emergency jobs are twice as likely to be of medium or
high severity than those which arise on planned works.

88%
increase in searches for emergency jobs,
massively increasing the likelihood of
more severe asset strikes occurring

*USAG Strike Damages Report 2015/2016
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c. Why are they digging?

Housing

LSBUD not only captures information about whose
projects are driving the digging and how urgent the
job is, but also the nature of the work being carried
out. As a result, we can build an accurate picture of
the breadth of construction activity – and where the
threats to the UK’s utility infrastructure are coming from.
Utility works
With those working on behalf of telecoms and water
companies making the most searches, it comes as
no surprise to see that over 2 million enquiries
(79% of the total) related to utility works in 2018.

Highways works
The volume of work on the nation’s roads grew
by 18% in 2018, with 359,257 enquiries made
for highways-related works. These included the
installation of street furniture and traffic calming
measures, resurfacing, maintenance and gully works
through to the modification of existing roads and the
building of new ones. Not every aspect of this work
increased, for instance there was a significant drop in
road/track construction.

Renewable energy

Within these works it’s interesting to observe
some clear trends.
The number of searches carried out as part of
Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) projects more
than doubled, with 421 searches completed in 2018.
There was almost a doubling in the number of searches
conducted for BT manhole cover and frame projects,
from 59,767 in 2017 to 115,733 in 2018. This 93% increase
could be attributed to many factors, including
changing guidance or jobs being checked more
regularly throughout the supply chain and/or during
the life of a job to ensure that the most up to date
information is received before works commence.

Despite the Government’s desire to boost
housebuilding, during 2018, the number of NHBC new
home registrations* (accounting for approximately 80%
of all new UK homes) flatlined, at 159,617 compared
to 160,396 in 2017. However, the number of LSBUD
searches relating to housing projects rose by 21% with 31,632 searches made in 2018 (many of which
would have covered several plots). This suggests
housebuilders are increasingly using the LSBUD service.
That said, there were still high profile strikes to the UK’s
networks due to housebuilder activity in 2018, as the
example shows on page 31.

The searches as part of solar farm projects leapt by
64% to 277 searches during 2018. According to Solar
Power Portal there are just 197 large-scale, groundmounted projects in the pipeline for the UK in 2019.
This suggests that the searches completed last year
with LSBUD included a large amount of master
planning – where firms are completing very early stage
exploratory searches.

10,715
enquiries for road/track construction projects
in 2018, a drop of 17% from last year (12,849)

HIGHWAY ENQUIRIES 2018

Last year the searches for onshore wind farm sites
continued their decline from almost 400 in 2016 and a
little over 300 in 2017 to 242 in 2018. This fall in onshore
searches will be in part due to the Government’s
focus on offshore, which was underscored in March
2019 when it announced an offshore wind sector deal
which will result in a third of British electricity being
produced by offshore wind power by 2030.

ONSHORE WIND FARM SEARCHES

400

134,894

300

242

+8%
12, 534

street furniture

resurfacing

linear highway
projects

There were 3,640 searches relating to trees and
woodland last year. 272 of these were for tree planting,
2,042 for tree removal and 239 for lopping and topping.
All significant increases on 2017, but still relatively low,
suggesting that tree planting is potentially taking place
without underground asset checks.
This is a concern as, aside from the risk of striking
a cable or pipe when planting a tree, tree roots
can, in the long-term, cause significant damage to
underground cables and pipes and are a major
cause of blockages to water and sewer systems. So
it is important that people conduct a search before
planting trees. This will become even more vital given
an announcement by the Government in September
2018. It revealed that grants for creating woodlands
through its Countryside Stewardship Woodland
Creation Grant will be available all year round, rather
than being subjected to a time limited application
window. The move is designed to encourage more
woodland projects to come forward and to give
applicants longer to prepare.

+114%

239
2,042
+41%

+18%
48,296

Trees and woodlands

Tree planting enquiries

+13%
63,415

solar farm sites were searched, an increase of 64%

272

Compared with 2017

+12%

277

gully works

-17%
10,715

road/track
construction

Lopping and topping enquiries

-7%
2,152
traffic
calming
measures

2016

2017

2018

Tree removal enquiries
*Registrations refer to the process of a builder registering a new
plot/home to be built in the coming months or weeks, to be
covered by NHBC’s ten-year Buildmark warranty.

+30%
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Mast sites
The number of searches relating to mast sites increased
slightly (by 6%). These searches mostly related to
maintenance of existing masts as there was little build
of new sites or upgrade of existing infrastructure in
2018. This was due to uncertainties created in the wider
marketplace due to the Electronic Communications
Code coming into law, and neither the mobile
operators or landlords willing to complete deals for fear
of creating precedents and preferring to leave it to the
Upper Lands Tribunal to rule on cases.

MAST SITE SEARCHES
2017

1,059

2018

1,118
Mining & Quarries
A total of 200 searches were made in relation to
some form of extraction – a 43% increase on 2017.
This increase in activity will be particularly interesting
to owners of pipelines, as the vibrations caused by
Sand and gravel

66
deep mining

quarrying and mining can fracture underground
pipes, even those located some distance away from
the works. Furthermore, pipelines can be significantly
affected by surface subsidence caused by mining,
resulting in pipe stress and deformation.
Agriculture
A growing number of searches – 1,493 - related to
agricultural works in 2018, an 86% increase on 2017.
Of these, 151 were for deep agricultural works, twice
the figure of 2017.
These increases are undoubtedly driven by LSBUD
and its Members’ industry engagement activity
as well as by farm diversification. According to
government figures*, 62% of the UK’s farms have
diversified. Research released in December 2018 by
NFU Mutual, suggests this trend is set to continue, with
post- Brexit uncertainty prompting 25% of already
diversified farm businesses to do even more. Popular
farm diversifications include renewable energy
generation, property letting, holiday lets, livery stables
and outdoor leisure activities together with setting up
food production plants. Many of these are significant
construction projects requiring groundworks, thus
prompting searches.
Another area to watch for in the years ahead is surface
soil erosion. For example, cross country pipelines which
were laid across farmland back in the 1950s today, due
to soil erosion, may be less than the installed depth
below the surface in some UK fields. With farmers using
extremely heavy modern agricultural equipment that
regularly goes deeper than previous practices on
these fields, these pipes and, more importantly, farm
worker safety, are at significant risk.

28

extensions to existing works

29
rock

28
mining

16
clay

14
using explosives

10

opencast

9
*Defra’s Farm Business Survey 2016-17,

86%
increase in agriculture
searches likely to be as a
result of increased industry
awareness and diversification
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Which sectors are most
vulnerable to strikes
Private individuals
While they still represent a small percentage of
the overall total, enquiries from the general public
completing domestic works more than doubled in 2018
to 8,810 (an increase of 128%). There were also 5,480
searches relating to planning applications, many of
which will have been on behalf of private individuals.
These will be part of the home improvement boom
fuelled by people staying in their homes rather than
moving. This trend may well continue in 2019 as The
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors in December
2018 said it expected the number of house sales in 2019
to fall back by 5% to around 1.15m compared with 2018.
While significant property developments such as
extensions might prompt people to conduct searches,
there are other areas of home improvement which
also carry risks of striking pipes or cables. These include
driveway works, tree planting and installing fences and
gates. These three categories generated only 3,032
searches – and no doubt some of these searches will
have been completed by commercial enterprises or
agricultural contractors; suggesting the number of
private individuals conducting searches for these types
of projects is very low.

This raises the real concern that many people are
carrying out such seemingly small projects ‘blind’ to
the possibility of any infrastructure being buried in the
ground they are digging into. With it costing nothing to
undertake a search, the general public is a continuing
focus of LSBUD’s industry awareness programme.

8,810

LSBUD’s search data gives us a significant indication of the level of activity taking place
that may harm utility assets. In parallel to this, by looking at the asset owners who make
details of their infrastructure available through LSBUD (and conversely, those who don’t),
we can also see which geographical areas and sectors of asset owners are most exposed
and therefore vulnerable to strikes.
Water
There has been some welcome improvement over
the past year, with Severn Trent (Chester area) and
Hafren Dyfrdwy in Wales now joining the other utility
companies registering their assets – but this still leaves
over 80% of the UK’s water infrastructure not available
to those searching for the location of underground
assets. This is ironic given that water companies are the
second biggest users of asset searches.

With further hot summers predicted and the sector’s
stated objective to reduce leaks by *16% between
2020 and 2025, an important action for water
companies is surely to reduce preventable water
leaks from third party damage, by making it easier for
contractors and the public digging to identify where
water pipes are located. By preventing such avoidable
damage and water loss, water utilities can instead
focus on detecting and repairing existing leaks.
Ofwat’s PR19 objectives also focus on the
prevention of leakage as a key metric:

Thanks to increased awareness, enquiries from the
general public more than doubled compared to
2017, but are people searching before embarking
on smaller digging jobs?

Conclusion
All this data shows that the risk to
our utility infrastructure is coming
from all directions - and in vast
and growing volumes – meaning
that asset data sharing has never
been more vital.

Expanded and upgraded utility networks, roadworks,
diversifying farmers, renewables, and a homeimproving general public are all fuelling a huge
amount of digging – some of it planned, but a growing
amount of it is emergency work. As a result, every day,
more assets are exposed to large levels of risk. The only
way to mitigate this is by ensuring that information
about their location is made available to as wide an
audience as possible.
It is also vital from an asset management point of view
that network owners are aware of any work being
carried out in the vicinity of their infrastructure. Unless
they are members of LSBUD, they are unlikely to have
an audit trail of the searches made near their assets
and, due to the volume of work taking place around
the country, cannot possibly keep track of all the work
going on that might affect their infrastructure.

The reluctance to share their assets is putting the
sector at huge risk of strikes at the very time when
it is working hard to reduce water leaks. Last year
3.1 billion* litres of water were lost each day
through leaks. This figure was all the more significant
given the long hot summer.

80
asset owners are registered as
members of LSBUD as of early 2019

80%+

03

of the UK’s water infrastructure
not available through LSBUD

Source: OFWAT Reporting Guidance – Supply Interruptions: https://www.
ofwat.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Reporting-guidance-supplyinterruptions.pdf
* Water UK’s ‘A manifesto for water’
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Electricity

Gas

Other utilities

The location of the underground electricity infrastructure
in the majority of the UK is available to those searching
for the location of underground assets. Due to the
addition of SSE Networks, this has increased with
additions in Southern England and Scotland, leaving
only gaps in North Wales, North East England and parts
of Scotland. Given the danger to worker’s health and
safety if someone strikes such an asset, it would not take
much more effort for the networks belonging to all six
DNOs to be available through LSBUD.

As a whole, the gas sector is the best represented of
all the utilities in terms of geographical coverage on
the LSBUD service. Coverage of the UK’s gas network
has grown twenty-fold in the past 3 years, resulting in
60% of the GDNs’ networks now covered by LSBUD.

LSBUD members also include the owners of
the following assets, with the locations of their
infrastructure shown on the map below:

Note: The areas shown in-filled with yellow include
the gas distribution network; the individual pipelines
include asset owners that have registered higher
pressure networks only on LSBUD.

• High pressure hydrocarbon pipelines
• Fibre optic cable networks and
• District heating networks

Again the number of these other utilities working
with LSBUD has increased to include more
asset owners across the whole of Great Britain
through new Members joining and existing
Members expanding their networks.

60%
of the GDNs’ networks is now covered by LSBUD.
The networks of all six DNOs could easily be
available through LSBUD.

It is encouraging to see an increasing number of utility owners who are
choosing to register their assets with LSBUD so that they are much more
likely to be found during a search. However these maps clearly show
areas of our critical national infrastructure that are vulnerable to strikes –
and there are some significant gaps.
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The benefit of making
data available
Taking the search data from one county as an example, it is clear to see the positive impact
that new members joining the LSBUD service can have.

RECEIVED IN COUNTY OF KENT

• SGN and UK Power Networks receive data on ALL
the searches taking place in and around their
assets, enabling them to get a much clearer
picture of the vulnerability of their infrastructure.
• all other LSBUD members with assets in the wider
area receive a considerable uplift in the number
of people who are searching against their assets
in the area.

Q1
2016

5,893
Q2

2017

19,916
6,339

11,217
6,096

8,538

• where users had to wait up to 28 days to receive
asset location data, they now get it within minutes.
This speed makes it easier for searches to be
properly completed especially for the growing
number of emergency jobs. It also encourages
those about to embark on ‘small jobs’ to search first.

6,403

• users (third party work promoters) who previously
had to contact these organisations individually
to get their asset location data are now being
directed to LSBUD, meaning they now quickly
get a more comprehensive picture of asset
infrastructure in the vicinity of their site through
one enquiry. The easier it is for people to do a
search, the more likely they are to do so.

18,254

20,502

The benefits of this are four-fold:

23,659

(area covered by UKPN and SGN)
23,457

These significant increases can be attributed to two
major asset owners – SGN and UK Power Networks
becoming members of LSBUD in 2017 and making
their data available through the service to users
throughout the county.

COMPARISON OF QUARTERLY ENQUIRIES

21,693

During 2016, 24,731 searches were made for locations
in Kent. In 2017, that more than doubled to 57,925 and
in 2018 this grew again to 89,311.

Q3

Q4

2018

In essence, everyone benefits.

04

There’s safety in the herd. The more
companies sharing their data
through LSBUD’s service, the more
searches everyone’s assets appear
on – ensuring the assets and those
digging near them are safer.
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The safety gap
a 3 step test
As the Kent example shows, one of
the key benefits of being an LSBUD
member is that a utility company’s
assets are included in so many
more of the searches taking place
in their area, thus reducing the
likelihood of a strike.

To gauge the scale of this benefit and the risk it
mitigates, utility companies who are not members
simply need to:

1

Look at the number of annual LSBUD searches
in their area as detailed below.

2

Benchmark this against the number of search
enquiries coming in to their internal teams.

3

The difference represents the ‘Safety Gap’;
the volume of digging work taking place near
their infrastructure which they are not aware
of and where the contractor is working ‘blind’
as far as their assets are concerned.

Hampshire

82000

Perthshire

6745

Herefordshire

12494

Radnorshire

3316

Hertfordshire

57407

Renfrewshire

9184

Huntingdonshire

9160

Ross and Cromarty

3552

Inverness-shire

6563

Roxburghshire

3167

Rutland

1985

Kent
Kincardineshire
Kinross-shire
Kirkcudbrightshire

Aberdeen
Aberdeenshire

2512
10209

Clackmannanshire

1203

Cornwall

30391

Anglesey

5592

Cumberland

22073

Angus

3944

Denbighshire

13045

Argyllshire

3801

Derbyshire

48699

Devon

46825

Dorset

34221

Ayrshire
Banffshire

14918
2251

Bedfordshire

27162

Dumfriesshire

8778

Berkshire

38464

Dunbartonshire

5458

Berwickshire

2692

Dundee

2406

Brecknockshire

4655

Durham

29568

Buckinghamshire
Buteshire
Caithness
Cambridgeshire
Cardiganshire
Carmarthenshire
Carnarvonshire
Cheshire

44176
372
1312
22986
7758
13432
8653
77752

East Lothian

2232

Edinburgh

10323

Essex

99963

Fife

8747

Flintshire

9283

Glamorgan
Glasgow
Gloucestershire

62192
9216
66114

89311
2627
457
3511

Lanarkshire

21795

Lancashire

184667

Selkirkshire

712

Shetland

683

Shropshire

30973

Somerset

63297

Staffordshire

92562

Leicestershire

39949

Stirlingshire

Lincolnshire

59308

Suffolk

41645

4508

Surrey

111683

Middlesex

106495

Sussex

79947

Midlothian

4964

Merionethshire

Sutherland

6260

1150

22207

Warwickshire

83164

Montgomeryshire

6275

West Lothian

4690

Moray

3389

Westmorland

8678

Nairn

2274

Wigtownshire

2004

Monmouthshire

Norfolk

48421

Wiltshire

28068

Northamptonshire

36264

Worcestershire

53048

Northumberland

21791

Yorkshire

Nottinghamshire

44428

Orkney

652

Oxfordshire

23454

Peebleshire

1246

Pembrokeshire

11046

209818
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Case Study
SGN manages the gas distribution network (GDN)
across Scotland and the south of England, providing
gas to over 5.9 million people through a 74,000km gas
pipeline network. Part of its responsibility to provide gas
to its customers includes ensuring the safety of its asset
network from accidental damage from third parties
working near its network.
SGN has been using LSBUD for over a year and has
been promoting its use with stakeholders including
agricultural colleges, local authorities, the National
Association of Agricultural Contractors and The National
Farmers Union Scotland. During this time enquiries have
increased from 2,500 per month to 47,300 and response
time reduced from 15 days to two minutes. SGN has
seen a corresponding decrease in damage caused to
its network as the information below shows:

Since SGN has been an LSBUD member,
enquiries have increased from

2,500
47,300

per month to...

Response times have reduced from

15 days
2 minutes
to...

and SGN has seen a
corresponding decrease in
damage caused to its network.

“Since going into partnership with LSBUD, we
have significantly increased the efficiency of
our plant protection service. We’re now able
to share safety information and asset maps
in minutes instead of days. What’s more,
significantly more people are accessing this
information, which means thousands more
individuals and companies are working more
safely around our network than before.”
Tamsin Morgan
Project Lead, Safety Manager

CONTINUAL DOWNWARD TREND IN DAMAGE TO THE SGN NETWORK

5,000

4,800

4,600

4,400

4,200
2013/14

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18
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Alternative Ways to Search
Whilst the vast bulk of searches (62%) are completed
via LSBUD, there are other methods deployed for
checking the presence of underground utility assets.
Approximately 40% of utility companies choose to deal
with enquiries directly themselves. The drawbacks with
this approach are:
• A contractor needs to make multiple enquiries to all
relevant utility companies for each project.
• It can take up to 28 days for asset location data to
be sent to the contractor.
• Some utilities charge for the searches regardless of
whether they have assets in the vicinity.
All these factors impact on the thoroughness of
searches completed before every digging job and will
deter some people from searching at all.
Scottish Road Works Commissioner’s VAULT system
In Scotland, the VAULT system, is used by road authorities
and undertakers to coordinate their works. It allows
them to share details of where they intend to work
and what they intend to do.
The Scottish Road Works Commissioner advises that
VAULT should only be used as an indication that
assets (which it calls apparatus) may be present at a
particular location, stating:

Geospatial Commission
In April 2019, the Geospatial Commission’s Minister for
Implementation, Oliver Dowden CBE MP, announced a
£3.9million investment into two regional pilots that will
help to test assumptions, develop data models and
provide open documentation of key findings to inform
whether and how to proceed with rollout of a National
Underground Asset Register. The pilot studies will take
place in the North East of England and London over
the coming year.
Whilst these will be run for only 12 months, it is
encouraging to see the importance of this topic being
recognised by central Government and industry. Many
asset owners have avoided taking a collaborative
approach due to restrictions in the quality of their asset
data, so it will be interesting to see how investments in
improving data quality help in this respect.
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Strike incidents
It is heartening that, over the course of the last six years,
we can assume that well over 10.5 million potential
underground asset strikes have been avoided thanks
to the information provided by LSBUD’s search facility.

10.5m+

However, it is a sad fact that not all work sites are
searched in this way and many projects are still
undertaken without a clear understanding of the utility
infrastructure present on the site. As a result, many
entirely preventable strikes – and potential worker
injuries and fatalities - occur each year.
To gauge the scale of this problem, we have reviewed
data from the HSE which shows the number of
reported underground asset strikes between 2012 and
2018. It is important to note that many more strikes
or near misses are likely to have occurred but went
unreported. There may also have been inconsistency
or uncertainty in the classification of incidents as some
field operators are not properly aware of the reporting
requirements of RIDDOR.

Underground asset strikes have
been avoided in the last six years

The number of ‘safety related electrical incidents’
caused by underground cable, joint or link box damage
reported under the requirements of the Electricity Safety,
Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002 as reported to
the HSE have risen by over 700% in six years. While there
was a slight dip in 2018, the figure is still high. Of those
reported in 2018, 72 were reported as injuries.

No matter how the pilots perform, given the limitations of
their scope and interaction with the wider stakeholders,
they are unlikely to have a marked impact on asset/
worker protection for the foreseeable future. Indeed the
Geospatial Commission itself has recognised LSBUD as
the nation’s de-facto safe digging mapping provider.

“A lack of apparatus shown on the map does not
necessarily mean there is no apparatus in the ground.
It is still recommended that assurance is sought that
the information shown in VAULT is accurate before
excavation takes place.”
This assurance is available through a ‘Dial Before You
Dig’ service. Figures published by the Scottish Road
Works Commissioner show that in 2017/18 the ‘Dial
Before You Dig’ service received on average just 202
requests per month. This is clearly not representative of
the excavation works being undertaken in Scotland (as
a comparison, LSBUD receives more than this in an hour).

REPORTED INCIDENCES OF ELECTRICAL CABLE STRIKES

2012/13

05

2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18

162
301
463
657

06
1,244

1,145
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Impact of strikes
Why is it so important that strikes are avoided?

In the past six years, 6,792 incidents have been
reported to the HSE involving pipelines and the escape
of flammable substances liable to cause harm under
the requirements of RIDDOR (The Reporting of Injuries,
Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations).

REPORTED INCIDENCES OF PIPELINE STRIKES

1,591

2012/13

1,345

2013/14

1,296

2014/15
2015/16

1,250

2016/17

1,264

2017/18

Health and safety of workers

Financial cost

Serious injuries and, in the most severe instances,
fatalities can result from a cable or pipeline strike.
During the period 2012 - 2018, there were 3,972 injuries
(including life changing injuries and fatalities) caused by
underground electrical cable strikes reported to the HSE
and it is likely that many more strikes went unreported.

The commercial cost of strikes to asset owners can
be significant.

Employer Liability
From 1st November 2018 workplace manslaughter
sentences increased to a maximum of 18 years for
incidents of gross negligence. Having the correct
processes and resources in place for working around
and avoiding damage to utilities is an important way
employers can ensure the safety of their workers and
avoid stiff penalties.

45

For the asset owner, strikes cause damage to assets
which needs to be repaired. Associated costs to take
into consideration include the additional materials and
equipment required, time spent by back office staff in
dealing with the incident and loss of normal operation
while the pipe or cable is out of action. There is also
the health and safety of the utility company’s team to
consider as they repair the pipes or cables, as well as lost
revenue, brand damage and environmental mitigation.
For the contractors carrying out the work that led to the
strike, there can be serious health and safety and legal
implications. Depending on what damage is caused by
the strike, the contractor could be subject to fines from
the HSE and/or Environment Agency. If significant harm
is caused, there could also be claims for compensation
and the associated legal costs. A contractor’s health
and safety record and overall reputation will be
damaged, which may affect its chances of winning
contracts and tenders. A further knock-on impact could
be an increase in the contractor’s insurance premiums.
Lastly, the utility company whose assets have been
struck could well be a customer of the contractor –
so that important relationship may be damaged.

The low figure reported for 2017/18 suggests some
significant inconsistencies in the way this data is
gathered by/reported to the HSE. This should be
attended to, as without consistent reporting trends,
issues and best practice will be difficult to identify.
This highlights why the USAG Charter now includes
mandatory reporting of strike incidents in an industry
consistent manner.

6,792

£60,000

incidents have been reported to the HSE
involving pipelines in the past 6 years

A contractor was fined £60,000 after it failed
to search properly for underground assets and
its workers struck a gas main in Kent during
excavation as part of a project to build shops.
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Damage to reputation & relationships

In an effort to quantify the costs of a utility strike,
one study used the outcomes of 3,348 incidents.
The study found the direct costs per strike were:

DIRECT COSTS PER STRIKE

Disruption of a utility service following an asset strike is
not only inconvenient to members of the public, but it
can also harm the utility’s relationship and reputation
with its customers and community.

£2800

£300£800

£970
£485

Electricity

Gas

In November 2018 two schools
in Gloucester had to close after
a contractor working in the area
damaged one of local water
company’s pipes.

£400
Telecom

Fibre-optic

A farmer using a post knocker to
strengthen gateposts on his land
accidentally smashed through a
pipe causing gallons of water to
flood through a Derbyshire village
causing roads to be closed and
widespread damage to local
homeowners and businesses.

A large water main supplying Exeter was recently
ruptured by contractors building the ‘student village.’
The strike left scores of homes across the city without
drinking water and forced businesses up to a mile
away to close. The incident gave South West Water
a major customer care challenge, with Tweets from
angry customers.
@SouthWestWater
Zero pressure in Park Road EX1 If this is going to be a
longer term problem (ie a few hours) you will need
to provide households with clean drinking water.
Do you not have water trucks? We cannot cook or
wash at present.

@SouthWestWater

Water

Erm...hundreds of homes. Third-party damage
is the cause but what is the solution? Where are
the water trucks?
For every £1,000 of direct cost arising from
a utility strike, the true cost is actually
However it also found that the true costs of a utility
strike were much higher than this. Factoring in indirect
costs which include the impact of traffic disruption as
a result of the strike, any injuries and other impacts on
the health of both the workers involved and people in
the immediate neighbourhood, and the lost custom
that businesses experienced as a result of the traffic
disruption, it was found that the true cost is 29 times
the direct cost. In other words, for every £1,000 of
direct cost arising from a utility strike, the true cost is
actually £29,000.1

£29,000

1
What do utility strikes really cost? by Dr Lewis Makana, Dr Nicole Metje, Prof. Ian Jefferson and Prof. Chris Rogers; University of Birmingham, School of Civil
Engineering, College of Engineering and Physical Sciences; 04/01/2016

In March 2018 contractors working on a housing
scheme near Bradford, caused damage to the mains
gas pipe. This affected more than 3,000 properties
with thousands of residents left without gas for three
days. The whole industry responded and Northern Gas
Networks (NGN) handled the problem brilliantly, but
with 125 engineers having to be mobilised, at what
cost to the company and disruption to the community!
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Conclusion
The data we have drawn together
shows that the UK’s infrastructure
is at risk from a huge and diverse
amount of groundwork activity.
However, comprehensive asset
searches are also taking place at
a growing rate. LSBUD is becoming
the ‘go to’ central resource that
people use – with 62% of all
excavation jobs being preceded
by an LSBUD search.
These searches are covering
an increasing share of the UK’s
underground assets – with over
50% now covered.

However, if this progress is to
continue, utility companies need
to get involved. Every cable and
pipe needs to be easily found, so
that it can be avoided, worker
safety can be assured, and utility
services maintained.
More education is also needed to
ensure that builders, contractors,
farmers, landowners, private
individuals - all those about to
embark on a project - complete
a search each and every time,
before a spade is put in the ground.
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www.linesearchbeforeudig.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)845 437 7365
Email: enquiries@lsbud.co.uk

